Intermediate Cold/Wet Boot
with GORE-TEX® Fabric
Extreme performance and extreme
comfort in a lightweight design

All leather upper

200-gram insulated,
removable bootie

Speed laces

Waterproof,
breathable
GORE-TEX®
barrier

Rubber lug outsole

Intermediate Cold/Wet Boot
WITH GORE-TEX® FABRIC
Unlike typical all-leather boots, the ICW Boot doesn’t
need to be treated with “waterproofing” polish or wax.
The GORE-TEX® lining completely surrounds the foot,
making a barrier that liquid cannot penetrate.
The 10-inch-tall upper on the ICW Boot is all leather
for durable wear resistance in abrasive conditions.
Inside the boot is a 200-gram insulated, removable
bootie, to keep your feet warm and comfortable.

Performance Enhancing
Design Features
n 100%

Waterproof & Breathable

n Long-wearing

wicking lining
absorbs perspiration, dries quickly,
and resists odor and mildew.

The bottom is made of a polyurethane mid-sole and
a durable Vibram® rubber out-sole for excellent shock
absorbency and traction.

n Enhanced

The ICW Boot comes with two sets of insulated,
removable booties. If water saturates the inside of your
boot from the top, you can simply replace the insulated
bootie for faster dry-out. Without the insulation, your
boot will remain waterproof since the GORE-TEX®
lining is part of the leather boot construction.

n Shock

For more than 30 years, W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.
has developed high-performance fabrics that withstand
the harsh environments military, law enforcement, fire
and rescue professionals encounter on their missions.
Gore combines research in the fundamental science of
fluoropolymers with a thorough understanding of the
challenges these professionals face to engineer durable
protective fabrics. After extensive laboratory testing and
field trials, Gore stands behind these fabrics, ensuring
that each product does what we say it will do.

lacing system with
speed-lace eyelets.
absorbing cushioned outsole

n Non-marking

outsole resists
contamination by jet fuel and oil

n2

pair of 200-gram insulated,
removable booties included
with each pair.

Purchasing Information
Wellco

DSCP

(800) 840-3155

www.dscp.dla.mil

Belleville Shoe Co.

ICW Boots

Boot Liner

(800) 376-6978

PCG Code: 02653

PCG Code: 02645

NSN: 8430-01-471-(7473 to 8268)*

NSN: 8335-01-472-(1617 to 1786)*

8430-01-472-(1600 to 1655)*

* Four-digit code needed for size-specific ordering.
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